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Aspera’s mission

Creating next-generation transport technologies
that move the world’s digital assets at maximum speed,

regardless of file size, transfer distance and network conditions.

Who is Aspera?

Software technology company innovating new data transfer solutions
Based in Emeryville California
Founded in 2004, now with 110 employees and privately held
Creators of the fasp™ protocol
•
•
•
•

Innovative, patented, highly efficient bulk data transport technology
Unique and core to Aspera’s high-performance file transfer software suite
Outperforms software and hardware WAN acceleration solutions
Ranked first in every WAN transfer throughput benchmark

Growth: over 1,600 customers, over 12,000 licenses, 50% year-over-year growth
•
•

Sell our products via a direct sales force, resellers, and OEMs
Legacy model had our software primarily licensed by bandwidth, per server, perpetually

Markets Served: Media and Entertainment, Federal Government, Life Sciences, Healthcare, Cloud
Computing, Software and Gaming, Financial Services, Legal, eDiscovery, Engineering, Technology,
Telecommunications, Service Providers, Architecture and Design, Enterprise IT, Oil and Gas
•

At the juncture of: 1. large data sets; 2. geographically-dispersed ecosystems; and 3. time-criticality

Aspera’s fasp™: high-performance transport
Maximum transfer speed
•
•

Transfer performance scales with bandwidth independent of transfer distance and resilient to packet loss
Optimal end-to-end throughput efficiency

Congestion Avoidance and Policy Control
•
•

Automatic, full utilization of available bandwidth
On-the-fly prioritization and bandwidth allocation

Uncompromising security and reliability
•
•

Secure, user/endpoint authentication
AES-128 cryptography in transit and at-rest

Scalable management, monitoring and control
•
•

Real-time progress, performance and bandwidth utilization
Detailed transfer history, logging, and manifests

Low Overhead
•
•

Less than 0.1% overhead on 30% packet loss
High performance with large files or large sets of small files

Resulting in:
•
•

Transfers up to thousands of times faster than FTP
Precise and predictable transfer times

Software Products Portfolio

TRANSFER
CLIENTS

WEB APPLICATIONS

MANAGEMENT &
AUTOMATION

SYNCHRONIZATION

High-speed transfers
for web, desktop and mobile

File sharing, collaboration
and exchange applications

Transfer management,
monitoring and automation

Scalable, multi-directional,
multi-node synchronization

TRANSFER SERVERS

Universal high-speed file transfer servers for on-premise, private, public, and cloud deployments

why did aspera add cloud-based product alternatives?

Satisfy customer needs to run our file transfer solutions in their cloud-based infrastructure
Satisfy customer calls from some customer for a usage-based pricing model (vs. current bandwidthbased model)
Expand our target market by relieving our own self-imposed limitations to not sell on cloud-based
infrastructure
We felt like we had a better alternative for upload to, and download from, cloud blob (object) storage like
S3 (Amazon’s Simple Storage Service) and wanted to productize it
Provide purchasing flexibility for our project-based or event-based customers (vs. perpetual license
model)
Permit the option of a usage-based pricing model for on-premise customers
Offer customers a pricing model independent of the number of servers they have, or will have
Get into the usage-based “game”, so we can better understand that model
Better visibility into customer usage patterns
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Aspera’s product History in the Cloud

Before 2011 - Not in the cloud
•
•

Aspera’s software terms and conditions precluded you from running our software in the cloud
Occasionally negotiated deals with ISVs or others to allow Aspera software with cloud-based offerings

2011 - Aspera on Demand Version 1
•
•
•

Aspera’s file transfer server product running in the cloud
Billing done through Amazon DevPay
Sold as an uplift to the Amazon network transfer charges

April 2012 - Aspera Faspex on Demand
•
•
•

Aspera’s email-like file collaboration product running in the cloud
Purchasing and billing done through the Amazon AWS Marketplace
Sold as an hourly charge (uplift over normal EC2 hourly charge)

July 2012 - Aspera on Demand Version 2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Second version of cloud-based file transfer server, sold in usage-based form
Also Faspex on Demand
Added “direct-to-S3” functions in all products
Sold and billed directly
Products are sold as fixed amount of usage, with overages billed on top of that
SafeNet Sentinel Cloud used for feature determination and usage recording
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Aspera Software On Demand

Aspera Transfer Server
Universal file transfer server with support for
desktop, web, mobile & embedded clients

Aspera faspex
Global person-to-person file
ingest & distribution

Aspera Shares
Global person-to-person file
transfer & exchange

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On demand high-performance data transport to and from remote infrastructures
Unlimited scale-out of transfer capacity with additional AMIs
Support for all Aspera Server software and use cases
Flexible Storage Options: Local, EBS, AWS S3
Seamlessly interoperates with on-premise Aspera deployments
Integrated Management and monitoring
Usage-based pricing

Applications and Use Cases
•
•
•

High Performance Computing On Demand (genomic sequencing)
Content Aggregation, Transformation and Distribution (video transcoding)
Time-boxed event or project-based collaboration, ad-hoc distribution or content ingest (event management)

SOLUTION: ASPERA ON-DEMAND DIRECT-TO-cloud Storage

Cloud

what we wanted from an entitlement management solutioN

Be able to license by feature set, with different packages for different levels of services, based on type
of customer and other factors
Be able to license by amount of usage - tiered by the amount transferred with our protocol
Be able to provision and entitle users in a centralized, automated way, and to integrate with our backoffice applications
Be able to integrate with a subscription billing solution to pass usage data to facilitate automated usagebased billing
Scale as we grow (growth in customers per cloud environment; growth additional cloud environments
that we support)
Didn’t want to build all the infrastructure ourselves
Flexibility to define and build offerings based on customer demand without having to do significant
future engineering work, once implemented
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how Safenet sentinel Cloud services Met our needs

License by feature set
•
•
•

Sentinel supports modeling of products as a set of features
Sentinel SDK supports access to features from a product from an entitlement
Sentinel EMS supports manipulation of features via web UI and REST-like API

License by amount of usage
•
•

SDK supports calls to record usage against features
Sentinel EMS supports access to collected usage data via web UI reports and REST-like API calls

Support automated provisioning; integration with backend systems; integrate with billing
•

Sentinel EMS REST-like API calls support direct access from other systems, or from glue code

Scale
•
•

SDK runtime caches where possible to allow higher scale
Sentinel’s system architecture seemed reasonable to us from a scaling perspective

Don’t build or operate ourselves
•

Provided and run by a vendor specializing in this particular field

Build offerings without having to do significant engineering work
•

Features, controlling features in entitlements, constructing new offerings from features allow this
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implementation steps for Aspera on demand v2

Research on entitlement management solutions; zeroed in on Sentinel Cloud
Model offerings as Sentinel Products, Features, Entitlements
Proof-of-concept testing of the model with test apps using the Sentinel SDK
Procure Sentinel Cloud solution
Alter core Aspera products to support Sentinel
•

•
•
•

Developed separate component to talk to SafeNet (REST/JSON on one side, Sentinel SDK on the other)
• Layer of abstraction in case we needed to switch to an alternative entitlement approach
Added service to our central (node) service to interface between our key-value data store and the ALEE
Modified our common license library to be able to form the real license from the feature information
Modify our core protocol library to record transfer usage in our key-value store

Update build system to create the multiple machine instances (AMIs in Amazon) representing our
product offerings
Build tools to create Customers, Contacts, Entitlements in SafeNet for evaluations and sales
Build tools to do basic usage collection for use by finance in creating invoices
Testing and release
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Example features From aspera’s product model

Feature-related -- Indicate presence/absence of features or capabilities
•
•
•

mobile_enabled
connect_enabled
faspex_app_enabled

Time constraint-related -- Specify time spans
•

term
• Even though entitlements and features have start and end dates, to make it easier to centrally control, we
implemented a separate feature for our overall entitlement line item time span

Configuration-related - Specify values for configuration attributes
•
•
•

maximum_bandwidth
max_users
customer_number

Usage-related - Hold usage counts, for post-paid (accumulate usage with no limits) or pre-paid
(accumulate up to specified usage limit, then disallow)
•
•
•

usage_mb_total
usage_mb_in
usage_mb_out
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cloud-based feature determination with Sentinel
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cloud-based USAGE RECORDING with Sentinel
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the good, the bad, lessons learned

Sentinel - The “Good”
•
•
•
•

Sentinel Cloud did what it was advertised to do, and did it reliably
Good account management and SE support
Good documentation, especially from a reference point of view
Product team has been responsive to suggestions / critical needs

Sentinel - The “Bad” / Challenges / Issues
•
•
•
•
•

No C API - we thought we needed one but ultimately used Java (now have C API as of v2.0)
“Calibration” of Sentinel Cloud tech support
i18n - support for wider range of characters in database fields was limited (addressed in v2.2?)
Full provisioning via EMS REST-like API - some capabilities were lacking (addressed in v2.2)
Strange limits on some licensing attributes (why the strange limits or ranges?)

Self-inflicted pain, what we learned
•
•
•
•

Not all of our apps/functions leverage SafeNet yet for feature determination - need to go further
More AMIs than we should have - should have fewer that morph at runtime per their features
A number of process “moving parts” - needed to pay more attention to startup / shutdown issues
Should have built things earlier using the EMS SDK - would have exposed some shortcomings sooner
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Where aspera is going next in the cloud?

Complete the integration with our back-end systems
•
•

Particularly Aria for subscription billing
Leverages the Sentinel Cloud EMS REST-like API

More Aspera components to support dynamic features
•

Some components still use old licenses; cannot be controlled centrally via SafeNet like our newer stuff

Evolving to support other cloud providers, first Microsoft Azure
•
•
•

Sign-up and billing, supporting usage recording and tracking down to the individual subscriber level
Enabling high-speed transfers to and from Azure blob storage
Will leverage Sentinel Cloud just like when services are in Amazon
• Sign-up process will dynamically make entitlements via EMS API

Evolving to support usage-recording per transfer user
•
•

To support multi-tenant transfer services where separately billed subscribers are served by a single instance of an
Aspera transfer server
Will leverage Sentinel Cloud for this new kind of per-subscriber entitlement

Web-based storefront
•
•

Allow customers to buy and upgrade via our web site
Lower our cost-of-sale and provide customer self-service
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Cloud.asperasoft.com

Thank You!
My contact info:
Chris Markle | cmarkle@asperasoft.com

